THINKSMART HUB 500
SKYPE ROOM SYSTEM

ThinkSmart
THE RIGHT TIME FOR A SIMPLIFIED SOLUTION

Most meeting rooms today suffer from these problems:

• Projector, audio, cameras need separate connections
• Meetings are delayed by an average of 10+ minutes due to ‘tech issues’
• Only 1 person’s PC controls the meeting room
• Content sharing is not reliable and stable
• IT and Facilities teams have to provide and manage multiple devices, cables, ports and power outlets
• Audio levels are too low, and not always clear
• External participants find it hard to connect

• Companies will spend $100B on “Collaboration Technology” in 2020
• 92% of businesses are planning Workplace Transformation Initiatives (WTI) to build Smart Offices
INTRODUCING
THINKSMART HUB 500 SKYPE ROOM SYSTEM

An all-in-one, purpose built device for simplified meetings.

The ThinkSmart Hub 500 enables

• Meetings to start faster with one click
• Reduction in clutter of workspaces
• Control of displays, projectors and cameras by any participant
• Lowered hardware costs with all-in-one audio, video and computing
• Superior audio and video performance with Intel® Core i5
• Better collaboration with Skype for Business on Windows 10 IoT
• Simplified deployment with one worldwide configuration
The ThinkSmart Hub 500 lets you manage a Skype meeting end-to-end with the familiar Skype for Business app, built for Windows 10.
THINKSMART HUB 500
TOP FEATURES

KEY FEATURE
360° ROTATABLE SCREEN

3-COLOR RING LED FOR SKYPE STATUS

DOLBY® PREMIUM AUDIO

AUTO-ON WITH HUMAN PROXIMITY SENSOR

SECURE CABLE MANAGEMENT DOOR
THINKSMART HUB 500 BENEFITS FOR END-USERS

• Fast start of meetings without the usual connection and sharing hassles
• Simple and powerful Skype for Business gives best control of sharing and participation
• Easy dial out from landlines using the built-in PSTN functionality

• Clear speech for remote participants even when you speak from anywhere in the room
• Rich and powerful sound for the whole room with Dolby® Premium tuned speakers
• Superior connection stability for everyone because it’s a purpose built device

Informative. Practical. Productive.
• Informative calendar shows current and upcoming meetings and participant roster
• Practical touches such as Skype status indication through 3-color LED & meeting timer
• Productive features for meetings include spotlighting of participants and presenters

VGA TO HDMI DONGLE
For easy connection of any existing VGA source to the ThinkSmart Hub 500. Especially useful to ensure participants with older PCs can use the Hub's video capabilities.
SOLUTION OVERVIEW

THINKSMART HUB 500 BENEFITS FOR IT MANAGERS

• Reduce clutter with a device that does it all with fewer cables and higher performance
• Consolidate audio, video conferencing, VOIP and PSTN phones into a single unit
• Eliminate the need for separate speakers and phones for meeting rooms

• Transform meeting rooms into intelligent and self-aware assets
• Maximize usage with rich analytics and reporting from Microsoft InTune and Office 365
• Standardize meeting & collaboration equipment with the single, globally available SKU

• Liberate users to connect from any device, anywhere with better connection stability
• Automate power-on with the device’s built in human proximity sensor
• Facilitate the growing trend of increased collaboration and better communications

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES

LOGITECH Brio Camera
4K UHD Webcam
5x Digital Zoom with HDR

LOGITECH PTZ Pro-2 Camera
Recommended for the Hub 500
1080p with enhanced Pan/Tilt/Zoom
Premium optics for various sized rooms
**THINKSMART HUB 500**

**COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES**

- The only Integrated AIO Design
- ~50% the footprint
- ~50% the setup time
- ~30% reduction in cost
- Global availability in 180 Countries

**KEY DIFFERENTIATORS***

- Purpose built Skype Room System
- All-in-one design with compute, screen & audio
- Intel® Core i5 performance
- Dolby® Premium audio
- Simple and easy deployment
- Business-class manageability with Intel® vPro
- No annual service fee

* Compared to Logitech SmartDock
THINKSMART HUB 500 SKYPE ROOM SYSTEM
DATASHEET

CPU
Intel® Kabylake Core i5-7500T 2.7GHZ 35W
Intel Q270 Chipset

MEMORY
8GB (2*4GB) DDR4-2400 MHz

BUILT-IN STORAGE
128GB SSD

PRELOAD
Windows10 IoT Enterprise CBB X64(RS3)
Microsoft Skype Room System App

GRAPHICS
Intel HD Graphics 630

DISPLAY
11.6 inch touch screen, 360° rotatable, 300 nits
1920x1080 resolution, 16:9 Aspect Ratio
Anti-glare and smudge resistant

AUDIO
Dual 4W Dolby® Audio Premium tuned speakers
2 microphone array tuned for far-field sensitivity

PORTS
1x HDMI-in including Capture card
2x HDMI-out

LAN
Intel I219LM Jacksonville

WiFi
2x2AC Intel Winstorm Peak 8265
Bluetooth 4.2

DIMENSIONS
279mm (L)×193mm (W)×176mm (H)

NET WEIGHT
2.5kg (5.5 lbs)

SENSOR
IR based human proximity sensor

CABLE MANAGEMENT
Yes, with secure cover

BUTTONS & INDICATORS
HW power button with LED & Reset function
Hinge neck ring LED for Skype status

PSU
Think Power Connect & Adapter
90W, Auto-sensing
88% efficiency

SECURITY
K-lock for chassis

The all-in-one, smart office device for better meetings with complete audio, video and compute integration.

Certified for Skype for Business®
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